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WITCH HAT CENTERPIECE
Design by: jlleavitt (2 Projects)
About me: I have been a Cricut user since the
very first Cricut. I really enjoy creating all type of
projects for a Cricut group which I have belonged
to for 6 years.

Project skill level: easy
Project time: 1 hour to 2 hours
Project tags: Home Décor/Accents Halloween

Holiday Décor
I needed a centerpiece for my coffee table so I created the
hat using Tie The Know (cone), George (brim), Moveable
Monsters, Happy Hauntings, 3D Bow s & A Frightful Affair &
Martha Stew art Fringe scissors (brim). I used a curled pipe
cleaner at the top of the hat to hold the moveable w itch.
Her cauldron is just below her setting on the brim of the
hat. I attached a bow from 3D Bow s, silk flow er and a
w itch's shoe from Happy Haunting, to the hat brim. The cut
outs on the hat w ere cut using A Frightful Affair and are
filled in w ith Stickles. I made a rosette and attached it to
the top of the hat and glued the images from the cut outs
on the hat to the rosette. This project took tw o hours to
make

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut® George and
Basic Shapes Cartridge

Cricut Expression®
Machine with Plantin
SchoolBook and Accent
Essentials®

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
Card stock

Stickles

Silk flower

Cotton Ruffle

Pipe cleaner

STEP 1
Using CCR cut top of hat using Tie The Knot for the cone & A Frightful Affair for the cutouts.
Cut the brim using George & Basic shapes.

STEP 2
Using CCR cut the moveable witch from Moveable Monsters
Cut bow using 3D Bows

STEP 3
Fold down the scalloped circles and apply glue to the scallop edges then glue hat top (cone) to center of circle.

Tie the Knot Cartridge

STEP 4
Attach the following to brim: lace ruffle, cauldron, silk flower, bow, and witch shoe
Poke pipe cleaner down through the top of the hat (cone).
Attach rosette to top front

STEP 5
Glue witch to the end of the pipe cleaner over the cauldron
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RELATED PROJECTS
Princess Box
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Word Collage
Boards
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